
JOHN KUEFLER

CHALLENGE 

Over time, Westar Energy’s website became out of date. The user experience was 

poor, the site architecture confusing and the content had grown to hundreds of rarely 

visited pages. Program managers had created several independent websites. Westar 

had been looking inward instead of focusing on their customers. 

SOLUTION 

I managed a thorough analysis of the sites from users’ and customers’ perspectives 

and a corresponding redesign. This resulted in a wholesale revamp of the sites: 

architecture, UI, navigation, visual branding and customer transactional features.

MY ROLE 

‣ Project lead 

‣ Business analysis 

‣ Project roadmap 

‣ Information architecture 

‣ UX/UI design 

‣ User testing 

‣ Technical development oversight 

‣ Documentation



JOHN KUEFLER

SITUATION 

‣ Westar’s main website was cluttered 
with content as a result of competing 
priorities in the company. Everyone had 
pet project that was vying for attention. 

‣ The site had grown into labyrinth of 
hundreds of pages of content — much 
of it rarely viewed. 

‣ A few departments built their own 
stand-alone websites (MyCircuit for 
smart meter customers and ElectroGo 
for people with electric vehicles). 

‣ The HR and Investor Relations 
departments maintained their own 
sites using third-party platforms. 

‣ There was a lack of brand consistency. 

‣ Customers’ needs were being 
subordinated the internal priorities.

MAIN SITE SITE FOR CUSTOMERS WITH SMART METERS SITE FOR CUSTOMERS WITH ELECTRIC VEHICLES

HR SITE INVESTORS SITE
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APPROACH 

‣ The main site and the two stand-alone 
sites were folded into one. 

‣ The HR and Investors sites — which 
had to remain on separate platforms —
where reskinned to match. 

‣ Navigation was simplified and content 
decluttered to correspond to the key 
reasons people used the site:  

– to pay bills 

– to check on or report outages 

– to start or stop electric service  

‣ All other content was more or less a 
footnote in terms of traffic volume. 
Nonetheless, much of that content 
needed to be maintained, updated and 
better organized so it could be more 
easily found when needed.

RESKINNED

RESKINNED

COMBINED
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE 

‣ To achieve the goal of combining the
three sites and evaluating the content, I
did an in-depth analytics review.

‣ As a result, the total number of content
pages was reduced from over 700 to
about 250.

‣ The remaining content was organized
into eight sections based on user
research (card sorting).

‣ The priority (transactional) content was
placed in the top navigation.

‣ Access to all other content pages was
intentionally subordinated using a
hamburger icon in the header and text
links in the footer.

AXURE PROTOTYPE: 
INFORMATION 
ARCHITECTURE

https://uxwest.com/prototypes/westar-ia/Sitemap.html


JOHN KUEFLER

UI AND CONTENT DESIGN 

‣ Every aspect of the user interface and 
content was redesigned to declutter, 
simplify and focus on what the user is 
trying to accomplish. 

‣ The new site is completely responsive, 
functioning equally well on phone, 
tablet or desktop. 

‣ Third-party components (the bill paying 
system, outage maps, customer energy 
dashboards, etc.) were integrated 
gracefully and reskinned to match the 
new visual redesign.

Tablet

AXURE PROTOTYPE: 
PASSWORD 
RECOVERY

AXURE PROTOTYPE: 
CUSTOMER 

PROFILE

https://uxwest.com/prototypes/westar-recover-password/#id=06o8fl&p=home
https://uxwest.com/prototypes/westar-acct/#p=my_profile_-_multiple_electric_accts
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DOCUMENTATION 

‣ Over the course of the project I wrote 
dozens of requirements documents, 
business rules and style guides. 

‣ I helped design usability testing which 
was conducted on key transactional 
and navigation features. I supervised 
the testing and wrote summaries of the 
key findings.

Business Rules – Group Bill 
5.29.14 - 5.20 updates blue; 5/27 call notes green; 5/29 feedback red; 6/3 clarifications magenta 
 

• We will call the Group Bill “Header” account the “Group Bill Master Account” 
• Individual electric accounts that are under a Group Bill can be paid online, in addition to 

the Group Bill Master Account. 
• The table below and the comments on the following pages explain the business rules for 

Group Bill Accounts for specific pages/features on the website: 
 

 
A 

B 
Group Bill 

Master Account 
(See note on 
next page) 

 
 

C 
Individual 
Electric 

Accounts 
(See note on 
next page) 

 

D 
Neither  

 
 
 
 
 

E 
Page includes 

“Choose Service 
Address” menu 

(For multi-account 
Non-Group Bill 

customers) 

View and Pay My Bill X X  X 

Pay with Checking or Savings X X  X 

Automatic Bank Payments X   X 

Average Payment Plan   X X 

Payment History (1 - See next page) X   X 

Bill Delivery Options (will move to 
Profile page) X   X 

Payment Extension/Pay Agreement   X X 

Stop Service  X  X 

Start Additional Service 
When logged in a user can 
submit a Start Add’l Service or 
Transfer Service form. However 
the new electric account is not 
added to their Group Bill unless 
they call Customer Service. 

  

Transfer Service  X 

My Electric Accounts (add/remove 
account) 

Both Group Bill Master Account 
and Individual Electric Accounts 
appear on the list – see page 4. 

  

My Profile N/A – one profile   

Request Letter of Credit  X  X 

Enter Meter Read  X  X 

View Meter Schedule  X  X 

View Meter History  X  X 

Create an online account (2 - See next 
page) X X   

Project Deserve  X  X 

Report an Outage Online  X  X 

My Energy Dashboard  X  X 

USER TESTING BUSINESS RULE AND REQUIREMENTS STYLE GUIDE
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RECOGNITION 

‣ The new site received praise from 
internal audiences and most 
importantly from customers. 

‣ J.D. Power & Associates ranked the site 
in the top three of 66 U.S. utility 
websites evaluated.

“J.D. Power & Associates 
rated our website in the top 
three of 66 utility websites, 
performing particularly well 
in overall ease of use.” 
Michel’ Cole | Westar VP Corporate Communications




